Notes for Discussion – April 21, 2011

CCACCP Center Planning for 2011-2012
Events & Activities; Visiting Scholars; Symposia
(in close collaboration with AAD and HP)

Theme: Cultural Tourism

Fall 2011

CCACCP Visiting Scholar (Phaedra’s proposal)
Dr. Julia Harrison from Trent University
Anthropology Professor and Director of the Frost Centre for Canadian Studies and Native Studies
Book: Being a Tourist
Connect with AAD course: The Cultural Museum
AAD Friday Forum?

AAD/CCACCP One-Day Symposium (Patricia and Tina to lead)
Arts and Healthcare Management – Regional Meeting at Riverbend?

Winter 2012

CCACCP Visiting Scholars (John’s proposal)
Connie Spreen and/or Dan Petermen from the Experimental Station in Chicago
Connect with AAD course: Media Management Practice
AAD Friday Forum?

AAD Visiting Speaker (Patricia)
Bill Rausch, artistic director of Oregon Shakespeare Festival
AAD Friday Forum on Performing Arts Festivals and Cultural Tourism?

Spring 2012

CCACCP/CID/Canadian Studies One-Day Symposium (Patricia to lead)
UNESCO World Heritage Sites and Cultural Tourism in the PNWER Region
AAD and HP Joint Friday Forum?

AAD Visiting Scholar (Patricia and Tina)
Two days of presentations, meetings, and events
jill Sonke, director of the Center for Arts in Healthcare Research and Education
University of Florida
Society for the Arts in Healthcare Consultancy
Subject: Message from Kimberly Espy
From: "Naomi Crow" <ncrow@uoregon.edu>
Date: Thu, 12 May 2011 16:53:05 -0700
To: "CAMCOR - Dave Johnson" <davej@uoregon.edu>, "CAPS - Jeff Hanes" <hanes@uoregon.edu>, "CASLS - Carl Falsgraf" <falsgraf@uoregon.edu>, "CCACP - Patricia Dewey" <pdewey@uoregon.edu>, "CEEB - Brendan Bohannan" <bohannan@uoregon.edu>, "CFC - Beth Stormshak" <bstorm@uoregon.edu>, "CHD - Jane Squires" <jsquires@uoregon.edu>, "CHEP - Jim Brau" <jimbrau@uoregon.edu>, "CHI - Don Corner" <dcorner@uoregon.edu>, "CID - Steve Shankman" <shankman@uoregon.edu>, "CLLAS - Lynn Stephen" <stephenl@uoregon.edu>, "CoDaC - Mia Tuan" <tuan@uoregon.edu>, "CRESS - Michael Hames-Garcia" <mhamesg@uoregon.edu>, "CSC - Bob Parker (co-director)" <rgp@uoregon.edu>, "CSC - Megan Smith (co-director)" <smith@uoregon.edu>, "CSI - John Conery" <conery@uoregon.edu>, "CSWS - Carol Stabile" <cstable@uoregon.edu>, "ICDS - Frances White" <fwhite@uoregon.edu>, "IMB - Bruce Bowerman" <bowerman@uoregon.edu>, "ION - Shawn Lockery" <shawn@uoregon.edu>, "IOM and TMF - Chris Doe" <cdoe@uoregon.edu>, "ISE - Cassandra Moseley" <cmoseley@uoregon.edu>, "ITS - Jim Isenberg" <isenberg@uoregon.edu>, "IVDB - Hill Walker" <hwalker@uoregon.edu>, "IVDB - Jeff Sprague" <jeffs@uoregon.edu>, "LCNI - Scott Frey" <shfrey@uoregon.edu>, "Michael Hibbard" <mhibbard@uoregon.edu>, "MSI - Richard Taylor" <rpt@uoregon.edu>, "NIC - Allen Malony" <malony@uoregon.edu>, "NILI - Janne Underriner" <jlu@uoregon.edu>, "OCO - Miriam Deutsch" <miriamd@uoregon.edu>, "OHC - Barbara Altmann" <baltmann@uoregon.edu>, "OLMB - Craig Young" <cmyoung@uoregon.edu>, "SEC - Frank Vignola" <fev@uoregon.edu>
CC: <kespy2@unlnotes.unl.edu>, "Moira Kiltie" <kiltie@uoregon.edu>, "Susan Brown" <suebrown@uoregon.edu>, "Stacy Williams-Wright" <stacyw@uoregon.edu>

 Sent on behalf of Kimberly Espy

Dear Research Center and Institute Directors:

I am looking forward to meeting with all of you individually in the coming months to learn more about your units and about your individual research activities. While my official start date remains July 1st, I will be at the UO starting June 20th. I hope to begin meeting with individual directors that week and continue through the summer as schedules allow. I will have had an opportunity to read the annual reviews for each unit from last year and I have the materials prepared for me during the interview process as well. Naomi Crow will be in touch to schedule time for us to meet in your current space so that I can get a better understanding of where everyone is located. During our meeting, I ask that you provide a short presentation highlighting the exciting work of the Center to get a deeper sense of the current activities, and that you introduce me to as many of the researchers as possible, again so that I can connect in greater depth. I would also like to have an open discussion with you and the center/institute faculty and staff about what regarding the research and the graduate school offices works well and serves your needs, what doesn’t and can be improved further, and what are the big opportunities and challenges facing the Center in the coming years. If you wish to provide me with any written material ahead of time you may do so through Naomi Crow, ncrow@uoregon.edu, who can forward the material to me. My goal for this meeting is not to burden you, but rather to get a deeper understanding of your center/institute and how my office can better facilitate you accomplishing them.

Until June 20th, if you need to contact me, please do so at kespy2@unlnotes.unl.edu. I look forward to meeting you this summer and to working with you.

Sincerely,
Kimberly

Kimberly Espy